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0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper C will denote a complete nonsingular irreducible 
curve of genus g, defined over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary 
characteristic. 
Let 
u : Cg + PiG(C) 
be the Abelian sum map, where Cg is the g-fold symmetric product of C and 
PiG(C) the Picard-variety of degree g line bundles. Let I$ be the subvariety 
of Picg(C), consisting of the special line bundles of degree g, then the blow-up 
of Pit”(C) along Wg’ is isomorphic to C, and u corresponds, under this iso- 
morphism, with the projection morphism. This was proven by Muiioz Porras 
in [MP]. 
In general this Wd will not be nonsingular and will not be regularly embedded 
in Picg(C). To get a better understanding of the Abelian sum map we want to 
factor it in blowing up and blowing down processes, using only nonsingular 
centres. 
In Theorem 3.3 we will, for “general” curves, where general is meant in the 
sense of [ACGH, Chapter V, page 203, and Chapter VIII, page 3591, explicitly 
construct such a factorization. For this we have to generalize the result of 
Mufioz Porras to Theorem 2.1, which goes as follows: 
let Wd be the subvariety of Pied parametrizing the line bundles of degree d 
with dimension ?r, let Gi be the canonical blow-up of WJ (this terminology 
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comes from [ACGH, Chapter IV, $31: in the next section we will see in what 
way it is canonical), parametrizing the line bundles of degree d and dimension 
exactly r, then, provided some integrality condition is satisfied, the blow-up of 
Wi along Wi+ ’ turns out to be isomorphic to the blow up of Gi along the in- 
verse image of W&” ’ in Gi. 
Using this generalized structure theorem we are able to prove proposition 3.1, 
which gives for general curves an explicit desingularization of Wi, by blowing- 
up processes along nonsingular centres. 
This actually gives an example of a more general problem, the so-called 
embedded resolution: is it possible to desingularize a subvariety of a nonsingular 
variety, just by repeatingly blowing up along nonsingular subvarieties of this 
latter variety? Hironaka has given an affirmative answer to this problem for 
varieties defined over a field of characteristic 0 (see [Hi]). 
For general curves we have such an embedded resolution for Wg’ as a sub- 
variety of Pi@, over a field of any characteristic. This induces an embedded 
resolution for Ci = u-l W,’ as a subvariety of Cg, and the induced morphism 
between these two resolutions is shown to be the projection corresponding to 
the blowing up along the desingularized Wg’. 
In my next paper I will use this resolution to compute the kernel of the induced 
map u, on Chow group level, and will give it an explicit interpretation as a 
Chow group of some symmetric product of C. 
I would like to thank Marc Coppens for working carefully through an earlier 
version of this paper and pointing out some improvements, which have been 
taken care of in this paper. 
I. PICARD SHEAVES ON Pit”(C) 
We will now give some definitions and results, following the ideas of Mattuck 
[Mat] and Schwarzenberger [S]. 
Let C be a complete, irreducible, nonsingular algebraic curve, over an 
algebraically closed field k. Fix a basepoint PE C, and denote by g the genus 
of C. Let (~,g) be the Picard variety for C, where the normalization is the 
following: J is an abelian variety over k, 9 an invertible sheaf on CXJ, the 
Poincare sheaf, such that 9 1 IpjxJ~@J and 5? ~cXiol~~‘c. We define Picard 
sheaves on Pied as follows: 
The automorphism Pied+ J, x H x- dP, induces a degree 0 Poincare 
sheaf on Cx Pied, which we, by abuse of notation, also denote by 9. Let 
4 : C x Pit” + C, n : C x Pied --f Pied be the projections, and set, for any in- 
teger n, 
5!?,, = 9 0 q *@(nP) 
on CxPicd. 
Then the two sheaves 
& n. 0 := lr&!?~ and &,,,I := R’n*g,, 
are called (the degree n) Picard sheaves on Pied. Notice that &n,o and gn, 1 both 
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depend on d and P; if we want to stress this dependence we use 
&,e(d, P) and 8, i(d, P). 
For a fixed basepoint P and a fixed d, let h :X+ Pi@(C) be 
and consider the following base-change 
the notation 
a morphism 
4 h 4 
Cc---CXPicd(C)--xX-C 
!I h I fi 
Pied(C) t--------- X 
where 9 = qofi. Let z,, be the pullback of 2?)n by h on CX X: 
where 9 = t?*&?. 
Then the induced degree n Picard sheaves on X are 
REMARK 1.1. TC is a flat morphism of relative dimension 1, so 9,, is flat over 
Pied(C). By [Mum, Lecture 7, corollary 1 (page 51)] it follows that 
&,,=R’R,~*~~=h*R’~,~~=h*&,,,. 
In general the sheaves &,. and h*&,,, are distinct. 
Denote by 8 the residuation automorphism of J: 13(x) = K -x, where K is the 
canonical point of J, i.e. 9 1 cx iKl E flc(K - (2g - 2)P), and K is a canonical 
divisor on C. This automorphism 0 induces isomorphisms of Pied(C) and 
C x Pied(C), which all will be denoted by 8. Bearing remark 1.1 in mind we let 
B*&,,l by definition denote h*O*&,,, which is equal to R’z,(~*O*LZ?,). 
The sheaf 0*Gzg_2_d,l on Pied is of special interest to us, because it carries 
the significant information about I+$ and Gi. For suppose A4 is a degree d line 
bundle on C, so B(M) = K -M+ 2dP and 
9 lcx (0@4,1 =g lcx {B(M)-dP) = K-Mi-dP, 
here the first 9? is the induced degree 0 Poincare sheaf on Pied and the second 
the Poincare sheaf on J. 
Then 
(e*&2R~2~d,i)M 8 k(M)=(R1rr,6,*~2g~2-d)M 8 k(M) 
=H’(Cx{M},%,-,-d Ic~(B(M)J) 
=H’(C,(K-M+dP)+(2g-2-d)P) 
=H’(C,K-M) 
= H’(C, M)*. 
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The fibre of Z.Q : Cd + Pied over A4 is lPH’(C,M)*, therefore WL= {depict: 
dim(B*R2g~2_d, r),+, @ k(M) 2 r+ l} and it is only natural to consider the quo- 
tients of 8*&?Zg_Z_d,,, which are locally free of a certain rank. 
Using the ideas of [S, 02, proposition 51 we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.2. Thereare isomorphismsl, : G?,,~ 7 (8*&2gp2_n, ,)* on X, for ailn. 
PROOF. Writing En,0 in a “more complicated” way as 
&,o= it&Z?,, = it*Homacxx (Q*@,(K) 0 (gn)*Y G*@,(W) 
we see that there is a natural map 
&n,O+ Hornox (R’E,(Q*Bc(K) 0 (?,>*),RIZ,tj*Bc(K)). 
By [Ha2, corollary 11.2, page 21 l] and [K, remark 1.61 there is a trace map 
R’it,Q*@&K) + 19~ which commutes with arbitrary base extension. This gives 
a natural map 
~,:~,o-tHom,x(R1if,(Q*~~(K)O(~~)*),~~)=(~*Q,,-,-,l)* 
where t?*& 2g 2 ,,, = R’z,~*O*LZ&~~ = R’n&*@(K) 0 (L?!,,)*). _ 
There is an exact sequence of sheaves on C 
0 + @‘c((n - l)P) --t @&P) + @-,(nP)/B&l - l)P) -+ 0 
where the sheaf @‘c(nP)/@c((n - l)P) has support on P and restriction k to P. 
Pulling this sequence back with Q* and tensoring it with z it induces an exact 
sequence on CxX 
0+,~,+,-4+0 
where A= L?? @ ~*(O~(nP)/@,((rz - l)P)) has support Px X and restriction 
6’x to PxX. The long exact cohomology sequence now gives the exact se- 
quence on X 
~-‘~,~l,o-t~n,O~~X~~n~l,l~~n,l~~~ 
Without bars this is a sequence on Pied which we can pull back to X by using 
the map Ooh:X+Picd 
@,y=h*e*@ hc~~-‘e*~,_l,l-*e*&,,-tO 
and dualizing this sequence we get an exact sequence 
o+(e*~,,)*+ (e*&n-l,l)*+ (fix)*. 
By Serre duality A,, , for n > 2g - 2, is an isomorphism of locally free sheaves 
and the following diagram is commutative: 
0 ’ gn- I,0 ‘8 n, 0 ’ @x 
I 1 
o-(e*h-,-,,I*- (e*&2g-2-n,1) * - (@x)*. 
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This implies 
that &, is an 
COROLLARY 
all n. 
that An_ I is an isomorphism and an induction argument shows 
isomorphism for all n. 0 
1.3. There are natural maps pu, : lP&,,_,_,,, ,+ && on X, for 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. The map ~_n*:(8*&2g_2~.,,)**?&~o is an 
isomorphism, which composed with 0*gZg_2_n,1 + (O*&+-,,r)** gives the 
morphism Pi. 0 
REMARK 1.4. According to [S, $2, theorem 1] p,, has to be surjective, but to 
me there seems to be a gap in his proof. However, when (B*&2gP2Pn,l)** is 
locally free, pu, is shown to be surjective (lemma 2.6 and corollary 2.7). 
In [ACGH, Chapter IV, $3, page 176-1841 the scheme Gi is defined, which 
parametrizes in a natural way the linear series of degree d and dimension exactly 
r on C. In [ACGH, Chapter IV, theorem 3.61 it is shown that Gi is universal 
for families of g:‘s on C parametrized by some X. Such a family consists of a 
family L of degree d line bundles on C, parametrized by X (i.e. L is an invertible 
sheaf on C x X, such that its restriction to C x {x}, for x E X, has degree d), 
and a locally free, rank (r+ 1) subsheaf F of n,L, with the property that, for 
each XE X, the composed homomorphism 
i : F, @ k(x) + (it* L), @ k(x) -+ H”(E -l(x), L @ 8, I& 
is injective (the map on the right is the natural map as in [Hal, Chapter III, 
Remark 9.3.11). Since L is a degree d line bundle on C x X, there is a morphism 
h :X+ Pied(C), such that ?d=L 0 ii*R for some line bundle R on X (see 
[ACGH, Chapter IV, lemma 2.2]), and therefore &,o= s*(L 0 ii*R)= 
E,L @ R. A locally free, rank (r-t 1) subsheaf Fof R,L corresponds to a locally 
free rank (r+ 1) subsheaf F@ R of &,e. Using corollary 1.3 there is a composed 
morphism 
e*&-d,l +(&d,O)*-*(F@R)* 
which we can show to be surjective by proving this on the stalks tensored with 
k(x) (by Nakayama) and considering the commutative diagram 
@*&-2-d, I)x@ w - (@@2,-,Ld,,),*@@x))* 
_ 1 
(&).r 0 4x) 
._ I 
K&)x 0 w))* 
(&d,O)x* 8 k(x) 
I 
V’O W: 0 k(x) 
((&d,O)x 8 k(x))* 
I 
- ’ (F’O R), 0 k(x))* 
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where the horizontal arrows are the natural maps. The map obtained by com- 
posing the upper horizontal map with the two vertical maps on the right is just 
the dualized i (the line bundle R has no influence after tensoring with k(x)) and 
is surjective because i is injective. So we have a locally free, rank (r+ 1) quotient 
of t’*82s~2-d,, = h*8*G2g_2-d, , where h is the unique morphism from X to 
Pied, determined by L. Conversely such a locally free, rank (r+ 1) quotient 
gives a locally free, rank (r+ 1) subsheaf of (~*&Zg_ZPd,i)*=~d,O (lemma 1.2) 
such that i is injective. By the universal property of Grassmannians there is an 
unique morphism X-t Grass,.+ l(6*&&pz_d, ]), which must factor through Gi: 
x-+ G;* Grass,, ,(0*&&-2-d, ,). 
Using the universal bundle on Grass,.+ 1(8*&zg~z_d,l) we can find a family of 
gi’s on C parametrized by Grass,+1(8*G2g_z_d,I) itself. And so: 
The next proposition follows from [K, proposition 3.21 and [S, $6, theorem 41, 
and can also be found in [ACGH, Chapter II, $82, 4, Chapter IV, 031: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let c : Gi = Grass,.+ 1 (8*~*g_2_d,1)~PiCd(C) be the pro- 
jection. Then c factors through the closed subscheme WJ of Pied, defined by 
the (g-d+r)-th Fitting ideal of Ed,, =RIIr,gd, notation F md+r(6d,,). Fur- 
‘i thermore c: G:(C) + Wi is an isomorphism over Wi- Wi’ . 
REMARK 1.7. For r = 0 we find that the d-fold symmetric product of C equals 
p(8*&Zg_1_d,r). The projection c: Cd -+ Pied(C) is just the abelian sum map u 
(see [S, $6, theorem 4 and proposition 111). 
2,AGENERALIZATIONOFTHESTRUCTURETHEOREM 
THEOREM 2.1 (Generalized structure theorem). Let C be a complete, irreduci- 
ble, nonsingular, algebraic curve over an algebraically closed field k, of any 
characteristic. Suppose r 2 d - g, where g is the genus of C and r, d are integers. 
Let @i=Bl,;+~ (W,), G;=Bl, I(~;+! JCL;) and h, 6 the corresponding projec- 
tions; c : Gi + Wd is the natural map. There is a unique induced morphism E 
from 6; to fli, and the following diagram commutes 
Then: there is a closed embedding i : WAG CI?;, such that Eo i = id@;. In case 
6; is integral, 2 is an isomorphism. 
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REMARK 2.2. The condition r? d - g is to assure that no irreducible compo- 
nent of Wd is contained in Wdr+’ (see [ACGH, Chapter IV, lemma 3.51). 
REMARK 2.3. This theorem generalizes the structure theorem of Munoz 
Porras [MP, theorem 2.31. Take d equal to the genus g and r equal to zero then 
WJ equals Pi@(C) and Gi equals Cg, * the scheme theoretic inverse image of 
Wgl under c, is equal to Cd, a Cartier divisor on Cg . So Cg, the blow up of C, 
along c-‘( Wg ) is isomorphic to Cg _ Our theorem states that Pzg(C), the blow 
up of Pit”(C) along Wg’, is isomorphic to Cg, and this is just Mufioz Porras’ 
theorem. 
REMARK 2.4. In case both Gi and Wi are varieties, there is a general theorem 
[Hal, chapter II, theorem 7.171, which states that there exists a coherent sheaf 
of ideals on Wi such that GG is isomorphic to the blow up of WJ with respect 
to this sheaf, and c corresponds to the projection. We may choose this sheaf 
such that its support is equal to Wi+ ‘. In general it is not clear what this sheaf 
looks like, for instance it is not even unique in general. In our theorem we factor 
c as the blowing up and blowing down of well defined closed subschemes. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a Noetherian scheme, A a coherent @x-module and 
w 
L,-L,+A+O 
a presentation of .A, where L,, L, are locally free sheaves of ranks m, n. Let 
d be the Fitting rank of A (i.e. the greatest integer such that FJ.,H) = (0)). If 
Fd+ ,(.A) is invertible, then Im I+Y is locally free of rank n-d. 
PROOF. The problem is local, so we may assume that X= spec fix for some 
Noetherian local ring Ux. Then Fd+ ,(A) =(A), with d a non zero divisor in 
ax; this means that there is a (n -d) x (n - d)-minor of Y, the n x m-matrix 
corresponding to I+Y, different from zero, and all such minors are elements of 
(A). Because 19~ is a Noetherian local ring, there must be a (n -d) x (n - d)- 
minor equal to d. Let this minor correspond to the (n-d) x (n -d)-matrix 
D=(aij), i,j= l,..., n -d, in the left hand upper corner of Y, where Y = (a;;), 
i=l ,..., n,j=l,..., m. Let a, be the i-th column of Y. 
We must show that anpd+,, .. . . a, are linear combinations of aI, . . . , an_d, 
with coefficients in fix. It is sufficient to show this for a, _d+l. So consider: 
If we solve this linear system, using Cramer’s rule, we see that xi, . . . ,x,_~E fix, 
because det D = d is minimal. So if we subtract xlal + ... +x,_dan_d from the 
(n-d+ I)-th column of Y, the first n-d coefficients are zero. Because all 
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(n-d+ 1) x (n -d+ I)-minors are zero (FJA) =(O)), and A is a non zero 
divisor, all other coefficients of this column are forced to be zero. 
So a,_d+,=xla, +**.+x,_danpd, and Im w is generated by a,, . . ..a._d. 
Using the adjoint of D and the fact that A is a non zero divisor, it follows that 
Im w is free of rank n-d. 0 
Now consider the following base change 
c x PiCd( C) ! _C1~~CX(W?;~IV;+l) 
Pied(C) p W’ d’ 6- e+’ 
where Wj=Blw;+~(Wj), Wji-l =Blw;+(W~“) (rzi). Let &d,O and &,, be the 
induced Picard sheaves on Wd; and &d,, and &, , the induced Picard sheaves 
on Wj- IV;+‘. 
LEMMA 2.6. The sheaf &d,O is locally free of rank i + 1. 
COROLLARY 2.7. The map & : 8 *dY2g ~2 _ d, , --f ~2: o is surjective. 
PROOF. If We Set i?@d=h*gd, then &d,O=ii*??,,, z,J, =R,it.&. The ideal Of 
wd ‘+I is the Fitting ideal Fs_d+;+,(&d,,) and 
&d+i+,(d,,)=Fg-d+i+,(h*&d,,) 
=h-‘(&-d+;+ ,(&d,l))- @IV;- FV,;+‘. 
The inverse image of Wj+’ is the union of the strict transform I@:+’ and the 
exceptional divisor h-‘( WJri ‘), so h-‘( Wd+‘) is a Cartier divisor on Wj- pi+‘, 
i.e. Fg_d+i+ ,(&d, ,) is invertible. Furthermore: 
F g-d+,(&d, ,) = h-‘(Fg-d+;(&d, )) * ‘%G$ I@;+’ = 6% 
because F,_d+;(&, ,) = ideal of Wi = (0). 
Now let D be a positive divisor on C of degree m s 0. The exact sequence of 
sheaves over C 
0 + 8, + G,(D) -+ B&D) -+ 0 
leads to an exact sequence of sheaves over Cx (Wj - pi+‘) 
O+$?&??&@(~-lD)+&,-*O 
where Q is the projection Cx (Wj - Wj+,) --t C. These sheaves are all flat. This 
pulls down to an exact sequence over Wi - Wj’ ’ 
(1) o+d,, 
_ - 
-+ ?t.+(gd @ @(q-‘0)) + 7?,@, --t &, , + 0. 
Notice that, because m=degD%O, for XE I@:-- I@:‘, one has H’(R-l(x); 
gd@ @(q-‘(D)) Ifi ‘(x,)=0 and dimH’(fi-l(X); gd @ @(q-‘(D)) /7iml& = 
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d+m-g+l. Therefore R’n,(~~@B(~-ID))=0 and Z*(?d@O(Q-‘D)) is 
locally free of rank d+ m -g+ 1. In a similar way one shows that ii*@:0 is 
locally free of rank m. 
So the sequence (1) gives a presentation of Ed,, as the cokernel of a morphism 
between locally free sheaves. Since F,-,+,(G, i) = (0) and Fg_d+i+ i(Gd, i) is in- 
vertible, we can apply lemma 2.5, so the image of the morphism 
n,(?&, 0 6’(+D)) + i=i,c& 
is a locally free sheaf M of rank = m - (g - d + i) = m -g + d - i, and A4 fits into 
the following exact sequence of coherent sheaves over @j - @j’ ’ 
(2) O-&,,-ii*(~~O~(4-‘D))~M~O. 
From the fact that both z.+(Z~@ @(CT-‘D)) and A4 are locally free, it follows 
that &,, is locally free of rank 
rankTI*(Pyd@@(QPID))-rankM=d+m-g+l-(m-g+d-i) 
This proves lemma 2.6. 
=i+ 1. 
For corollary 2.7 we let XE wi - @i’ ‘, then by Nakayama’s lemma it is 
enough to show that 
(il(d)xOk(X):(e*&,,~,~,,),ok(x)~(&~O)xOk(X) 
is surjective, i.e. the natural map 
(~~,0)x04x)-t~o(Cz9 Iz Iw)=((e*&,,-,-,,,),Ok(x))* 
must be injective, because &d,o is locally free. 
But (2) is an exact split sequence and therefore the following commutative 
diagram is exact 
0 - (Gd,O)X 0 4x) - (R*(gd 0 @(Q-ID))), 0 4x) 
The right vertical map is an isomorphism because of the large degree of D and 
this gives us the injectivity of the left vertical map. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. I. Consider the following fibre diagram 
Gd’ h - Y=Gc;x,; @’ 
c ! ! 5‘ 
wp------ wr 
h d. 
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Let E be the exceptional divisor on wi. The fibre of c above a point of WJ+’ 
has dimension 2 r + 1, so the fibre above a point of E has dimension 2 r+ 1. 
All morphisms are birational, so by a dimension argument we see that c-‘(E) 
cannot be contained in the component of Y, that is birational to @i. There is 
a closed embedding ei& Y which factors the projection f: C?i-+ @i (see [F, 
B.6.9]), therefore Y=G,$UE-‘(E). 
Because G~=Grass,+,(B*&2g_2_d,l) it follows that 
Y= Grass,. ,(h*13*&~~-~-~, ,) = Grass,. I(B*&2g-2-d, ,). 
By lemma 2.6 (take i=r then I$$+’ =Bl,+,l+ I( Wi+‘) =0) we see that &d,O is a 
locally free sheaf of rank r+ 1; by corollaiy 2.7 there is a closed embedding 
which composed with the morphism Y --t wi gives the identity. Because c-‘(E) 
is mapped onto E, a proper subset of @$, the closed embedding factors 
through a closed embedding i : @i G C?i. 
In case Gi is integral, 2, which already was an isomorphism outside E, is an 
isomorphism itself. 0 
3. A REFINED STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR GENERAL CURVES 
We will now factor the Abelian sum map u : C, + Picg, for general curves, 
in blowing up and blowing down processes, with nonsingular centers. 
So let us assume in this section that the curve C is general, where general is 
meant in the sense of [ACGH]. There are the following results: 
l Dimension Theorem: let d and r be integers such that d > 1, r-20. Then if 
@=g-(r+ l)(g-d+r)<O, GI; is empty. If ~20, then Gi is reduced and of 
pure dimension Q [ACGH, Chapter V, 1.51. 
l Smoothness Theorem: let d 2 1, rz 0 such that ,Q 2 0. Then Gi is nonsingular 
of dimension Q [ACGH, Chapter V, 1.61 (this holds in any characteristic by 
[Gie]). 
l If Q 2 1, both Gi and Wd are irreducible [ACGH, Chapter V, 1.6, Corollary]. 
l The variety Wi is Cohen-Macaulay, reduced and normal. And in case 
d<g+ r the singular locus of Wi is W$’ ’ [ACGH, Chapter IV, Proposition 
4.41. 
l If Q = 0, Wi consists of g! fl:,, {i !/(g - d + r + i)!} points of multiplicity 1 
[ACGH, Chapter V, Theorem 1.31. 
Thus for general curves, if QZ 1, both Wd and Gi are integral schemes, to 
which, after blowing up, we can apply our generalized structure theorem. The 
Wi and Gs for which Q=O will only occur as centers. 
What we have shown so far is that on Pied there exists a coherent sheaf 
o*G2g-2-d,,l such that G~=Grass,+l(B*Q2g_2_d,l), and that there are projec- 
tions c, : Gi+ Wjc Pied, where the ideals of Wj are given by the Fitting ideals 
F g_d+;(fd, I). The hU33e imageS C,-‘(wj- wdJ+’ ), j I i, are Grassmann bundles 
over Wi - Wd+‘. If r is the smallest integer such that Wdr+’ =0, then Wi is 
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nonsingular because C is general and ci-‘(Wd) is nonsingular because it is a 
Grassmann bundle over I+$. We now want to blow up Wi along this non- 
singular WJ, and we will show that we will arrive at almost the same situation 
as just described. It will turn out that, for example, wi-’ =Blw$ WJr-‘) is 
also nonsingular. So the next step will be to blow up along this I@- ‘, etc... . 
Let us first fix some (rather technical) notation: r is the smallest integer such 
that wi+’ ~0; ci : G$ + Wd is the canonical map. If we blow up Wj along Wi 
and GAalong ci’( Wi) there is an induced morphism ?i : (?i- wj. Now we put: 
wio= w;, G;,=G;, c;,~=c;:G;~+ W;,o, 
Wd,j+l =B’w~,,f(Wj,,), Gi,j+ I =Bl,;i’(w,;,‘,(G~,j) 
c;,j+ I =P;,j:GAj+t+ Wij+l, for j=O to r-i- 1. 
So: Wj,, =Bl,;( Wd), GA,, =Bl,! lcw,;,(Gd) and cLI is the induced morphism. 
Then we blow up Wj,, along the strict transform of W&‘- ‘, etc... ; the index j 
just indicates how many times we have blown up things. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The varieties WdrJj, c,rj( W&j) and G6 j are nonsingular 
for j= 0 to r-i, and there are canon’ical isomorphisms Gi,)jq Wd;j. 
REMARK 3.2. We started with varieties Wj and G$, which remain varieties 
after blowing up closed subschemes, i.e. all Wj j and Gi j are varieties. So in 
particular all Wj,j and Gtj are integral, but there is however one exception: 
Wdo may be reducible in case Q = 0, but Wd,o ’ for isj<r is always irreducible, 
so therefore all Wd j and G6 J are irreducible for jr 1. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. We will prove that Gi,j is nonsingular for all 
i, j and that c,, j : GA, j + Wj, j is smooth along the nonsingular Wd, j - Wd: ‘, 
w;;’ - w;y, . . . . 
because W&j’ ’ - 
Having shown this it follows that Ci,j is smooth along II&j 
0. Therefore W~S’=G~,~’ is nonsingular, because cr_j,j is 
smooth of dimension 0, and so c,;j( WiJ’) is nonsingular. 
We use an induction argument on the iarameter j. For j = 0 it follows from the 
genericity of the curve C; so suppose that G6 jm, is nonsingular for all i and 
thatc;,j_t:G6jPr+ Wj;,_l is smooth along Wj,)_I- WdJ!,, Wd:!,- Wj:!,, . . . . 
Then G6 j is nonsingular because it was obtained from the nonsingular G:, j_, 
by blowing it up along the nonsingular c,;j- r( Wd;!: ‘). 
To prove that c,,~ : G6 j -+ Wi j is smooth over Wij - Wd;‘, where .SZ i, we 
use the following fibre diagram: 
G’ A 
d, 0 
W’ - W’ 40 h d>‘* 
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There is a closed embedding G~,jcrH~,j (see [F, B.6.9.1) and because all mor- 
phisms are birational we see that CL;, j is one component of HC;, j. Let E be the 
exceptional divisor on Wd, j : E = h-‘( Wi;j+ ‘). 
The morphism h is obtained by blowing up along Wi; ‘, then along Wi; ‘, . . . . 
So E is a Cartier divisor, and a simple dimension argument (like in the proof 
of theorem 2.1) shows that C,;;(E) is “too big” to fit in G6 J, and therefore 
gives all the other irreducible components of Hi j: HiI= Gi jUc,_d(E). 3 3 
Form the fibre diagram 
where c,;i( W$, - W;;‘)=c,~;(w;~- W;;‘)UV,;;(EI~(W;~- W;;‘)). 
The scheme Wi j- Wif ’ is integral, and Wl j -+ WdO is a blow up, so ana- 
logous to the proof of lemma 2.6 and corollary 2.7, the induced Picard sheaf 
&,, is locally free of ranks+ 1 and there is an epimorphism 8*&2fi_2_d+ 82,. 
This gives a closed embedding 
Gr~ss;+,(~~~)~Grass;+,(B*&~~_~_~,,)=~,~~(W~~- W;“) 
and so c$(Wdj- W~j+‘)=Grassi+,(&&) because Efl(Wij- Wl:‘) is a pro- 
per subscheme of W$ j- WjJt ‘. 
This proves that C;,j : Gi; + Wj j is smooth over Wj j- Wis’ where sri, 
and we’re done. 0 
THEOREM 3.3 (Refined structure theorem). Let C be a general curve of genus 
g, and u = uO :Cg = Cg,, + Pi@ = Pit g,” the Abelian sum map. Let r be the 
smallest integer such that W,” ’ = 0. Let hi : Picg,ii ’ + Picg,’ the blowing up of 
the nonsingular Pit fi,i along the nonsingular Wgr;‘, h; : ,C,,,+, + C,,, the blowing 
up of the nonsingular C,,; along the nonsingul;?r CL;‘, and let ui : C,,; + Pi@’ 
the unique, induced morphism. 
Then the following diagram is commutative 
C 
ho 
LT.0 -c 
h, h;- I
K. ’ 
-...+------c ~_C g.” - 63 r 
1 u = U(, i UI 
Pit R, O y-- Pit & ’ - . . . _ picg, r- 1 
0 “1 
i----- pi@ r 
h r- I 
where h-,-, and u, are isomorphisms. 
Therefore the Abelian sum map can be factored in r blowing up processes 
and r - 1 blowing down processes. 
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PROOF. We apply proposition 3.1, with i= 0, d =g (where now Wgo = Pit”, 
W”.= Picg,’ Go .=Cg ;), so Wdr’and CiT’ are nonsingular for i=O, . . ..Y. The 7 g,r 3 
mi:phism h_, , : Cg,r + C,,,_, corresponds to the blowing up of Cx,r_, along 
C’. x r~ ,, a nonsingular subvariety of codimension 1, so h-,_, is also an iso- 
morphism. 0 
REMARK 3.4. By proposition 3.1 all varieties Wg:;’ are nonsingular, and in 
particular W$_ , . Therefore we have desingularized Wg’ as a subvariety of the 
nonsingular Picg, by repeatedly blowing up along nonsingular subvarieties, 
namely Wgtl’ for i=O, . . ..r-2. 
REMARK 3.5. The morphism u corresponds to blowing up PicxSo along WR:o 
(see [MP]). If we blow up Picg3’ along Wg:, , and blow up C,, I along uipl Wg!, = 
C’ p,, , then the induced morphism between these two blow ups, Cg,, + P%xs’, is 
an isomorphism. This can be proven in the same way as our generalized struc- 
ture theorem: the morphism P%gS1 + Picgyo . 1s a blow up and the strict trans- 
form of WR:o@ empty, so Q,, is locally free of rank 1 and the epimorphism 
e*G2g_Z_d+&$0 gives the isomorphism. In fact, because Ci,, is already a 
Cartier divisor, U, corresponds to blowing up PicxS’ along W,!,. In the same 
way we can show that ui : C,,, ---*Pic”3’ is the blowing up of Picx9’ along Wgti for 
isr. For i=r, the inverse image h,! ,( W&_ ]) is just the exceptional divisor, in 
accordance with the fact that u,: Cg,, + Pi@’ is an isomorphism. 
REMARK 3.6. The essential point in this refined structure theorem is the non- 
singularity of the varieties Wdl;‘. This is the case where C is a general curve, 
but also for some more special curves. For such a special curve it might happen 
that the Gi’s are singular, but the GiIi’s are nonsingular. Then still the 
Wzr;“s are nonsingular (here we use the residuation W,‘E Wi:j and the 
generalized structure theorem). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let C be a curve of genus 2 and consider the Abelian sum map 
u:C2+Pic2. The curve C is hyperelliptic, { 1Kl =gi} = W,] E Pic2. The fibre 
u~‘(~KI) is l-d’ rmensional, so of codimension 1 in C,. It is then known that C2 
is just the blow up of Pit’ along 1Kl (see [ACGH, chapter VI, excercise I-l]). 
EXAMPLE 3.8. For C any curve of genus 3, or a non-hyperelliptic curve of 
genus 4, we find in a similar way that C, is the blow up of Picg along the non- 
singular WE1 (g = 3 or 4). 
EXAMPLE 3.9. The first interesting case is when C is an hyperelliptic curve of 
genus 4. We can’t apply our refined structure theorem because C is not a 
general curve. By residuation we have Wi z Wf and WIG Wi, so if we apply 
the generalized structure theorem, we see that Bl,;( WY) z Bl,,+,;( Wp) G Bl,;(&) 
is nonsingular. 
In a picture: 
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c,2 c c; c c, 
jp2 Iy ; ::;Tpl 
W:C W,1CPic4- P7c4> W4 
where h is the blowing up of Pic4 along Wj; 6 the blowing up of C4 along Cf, 
and G the blowing up of Pz4 along the nonsingular w4’. This factors U. 
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